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BOAT
TEST

It seems that everything 
nowadays comes from the Far 
East. I can remember when 
many things were marked 
with the legend ‘made in 

Hong Kong’, but of course, then it 
was a British colony and so that 
was acceptable. The standard of 
build from the Orient is improving 
all the time, and Excel boats, 
which are built in Korea, are a 
case in point. These boats have 
been available for some years 
now and this new Excel 520 is 
a good example of what they 
can conjure up. Like her smaller 
sister, the 470, she is aimed at 
the leisure boater on a budget, 
providing more space and better 
seating with the extra seating 
under the stainless steel A-frame.
 The white and blue livery is 
traditional and pleasing to the 

eye, especially with the colour 
accent of the model badge and 
the go-faster stripes. She is well 
furnished with handholds on the 
tubes, in the form of lifelines, 
fabric loops or rubber handles, 
with the lifelines running from 
forward of the console, level with 
the suicide seat aft to serve the 
stern bench, and the fabric loops 

serving the forward cockpit. Four 
rubber handles that double as 
cleats or fairleads are set along 
the sides, but out of reach from 
inboard. I would prefer it if they 
were positioned more to the top 
of the tube where they would 
be of use to the crew aboard, 
rather than just for handling on 
the slipway, beach or alongside. 

The bow is furnished with a 
combination rubber bollard and 
jamming cleat for the painter or 
anchor warp.
 The hull form is nothing 
complex. It consists of a mild vee 
with exaggerated chines and two 
sharply defined strakes that run 
parallel to the keel, rather than 
sweeping up with the rake of the 
bow. There is also a delta pad 
to get her onto the plane easily 
and provide economical cruising. 
The moulding throughout is 
well executed without any print 
through or ripples. The bow is 
provided with a raised foredeck, 
covered with a cushion held in 
place with poppers or Velcro. The 
forepeak is capacious and will 
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WHAT WE THOUGHT
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  Affordable price
  Easy cleaning

What could be improved
  Stern bench hinge arrangement
  Passenger handhold on console
  Rubber handle placement

520 As the Far Eastern marine market 
continues to blossom, we take
a look at an Oriental offering for the 
boater on a budget.
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easily take the anchor, chain and 
75m of warp and still leave room 
for mooring lines and a couple of 
fenders. The console and seat are 
separate mouldings, fastened with 
through bolts and bonding paste. 
The console has the jump seat 
moulded on the forward end, with 
stowage below, but I am not too 
keen on the fuelling point low on 
the port side of the seat. There is 
the chance of spilling fuel on the 
deck and making it treacherously 
slippery, and it is a bit tight to get 

the nozzle of a pump in there. It 
would be better placed higher on 
the console, to feed into the tank 
mounted below the deck under 
the jump seat and console.
 The console facia is a flat, 
angled-back surface that puts 
everything in front of the 
helmsman with the slightest 
glance downward. The engine 
gauges are arranged around the 
wheel, in line of sight, with the 
throttle mounted on the side of 
the console. The switch panel 

coNSole: The console facia is a flat, angled-back surface with controls easily seen.

Seat: Bench seat with folding backrest 
held in place by a spring-loaded pin.

deSiGN: The curved back makes the leaning 
post suitable for a wide range of heights.

boW: The bow is provided with a raised cushion covered foredeck.

above: A compass mounted amidships sits 
atop the console, leaving the whole of the 
passenger side for a chartplotter and VHF.

OnbOArd the Excel 520 with E-Tec 75hp

… this boat isn’t 
meant to be 

thrashed to the 
extreme; it is for 
the safe and dry 
transport of your 

loved ones.

She pops onto the plane quickly 
enough, and once running there 
is enough get up and go to take 

her through to 35.6 knots
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is placed under the wheel, in 
fingertip reach, so you don’t even 
have to take your hand off the 
wheel to flick the lights or bilge 
pump on. A compass mounted 
amidships sits atop the console, 
leaving the whole of the passenger 
side for a chartplotter and VHF, 
but there is no grab handle for 
the passenger. The screen follows 
the shape of the console and is 
surrounded by a stainless handrail 
with enough space not to catch 
your knuckles. There is no seat as 
such, although you can perch atop 
the curved leaning post for gentle 
pottering. The curved back makes 
the leaning post suitable for a wide 
range of heights, but it doesn’t 
provide any lateral protection 
whatsoever. That said, as a leisure-
based RIB, this boat isn’t meant 
to be thrashed to the extreme; it 
is for the safe and dry transport 
of your loved ones. Under normal 
handling conditions it should be 
fine. The space within the leaning 
post pod will be very useful for 
stowing kit, out of the weather and 
secure with a lockable hasp for 
security.
 The stern seat is just a bench 
on stainless legs, with the folding 
backrest held in place by a spring-
loaded pin. It must be released 
and the backrest folded forwards 
before raising the engine for 
trailering as the engine tilts right 
over the transom and will foul 

it. The loss of stowage in a stern 
locker is made up for with the 
console and leaning post stowage, 
and it does allow easy access to 
the bilge sump and fuel/water 
trap. The seat is comfortable and 
the backrest is taller than most, 
providing excellent support. There 
aren’t any handholds within easy 
reach, though – something that 
could be addressed.
 When it comes to the 
performance and handling I 
have to admit to being pleasantly 

surprised. The E-TEC 75hp was 
plenty strong enough to spank 
her up; although there is a degree 
of stern squat, she pops onto the 
plane quickly enough, and once 
running there is enough get up 
and go to take her through to 35.6 
knots. She did benefit from the 
use of some trim to get the top 
speed, at which point she became 
light and ‘floaty’ but not skittish. 
For general family boating, 25 
knots is a realistic cruising speed 
in comfort. At that kind of speed, 

SpEcificATiOnS
Excel 520

LOA: 5.24m
BeAm: 2.45m
InternAL Length: 4.10m
InternAL BeAm: 1.32m
Dry weIght: 350kg
tuBe DIAmeter: 55cm
numBer Of chAmBers: 5
PAyLOAD: 1350kg
mAx POwer: 90hp
PAssengers: 7
ce cAt: C

pricinG
BOAt OnLy: £5,169 (inc. VAT)
PAckAge As testeD: £14,995
PAckAge e-tec 75hP: From £13,548

cOnTAcT
www.excel-boats.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 121 323 2333

pErfOrmAncE
engIne rPm  sPeeD*
700  2.8
1000  3.7
2000  just on plane  7.0
2500  14.1
3000  20.9
4000  29.8
4500  32.7
4900  35.3

launch and recovery is a doddle with this very manageable 5.24m craft.
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(knots measured on Garmin GPSmap 78s)

… the Excel offers a more affordable way 
to get out on the water, and it will perform 

all the tasks a family could ask of it. 
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the Voyager 520 feels nicely 
planted. She rides well, and 
we had the wash from several 
commercial vessels to put her 
wave riding to the test. I charged 
at the waves from various angles, 
keeping the speed up as she rode 
them, with her head up, keeping 
us dry and remaining on the 
straight and narrow. When putting 
her hard over she goes round 
well enough, but the hull doesn’t 
grip as well as some. Under 
normal circumstances you won’t 
notice the slip, but under hard 
provocation the hull lost grip and 
there was a noticeable degree of 
side slip. That is a better scenario 
than a hull that grips and then lets 
go. The Excel hull was predictable 
at least, and turned in a civilised 
manner.
 The tubes are neatly cut from 
PVC rather than Hypalon, which 
reduces the cost a great deal. 
Even though PVC won’t last as 
long as Hypalon, there are good 
arguments for using PVC for 
leisure use, and the fact that PVC 

tubes are about a third of the 
price is just one of them. Many 
high-volume production RIBs use 
PVC for their tube material. In the 
event of abrasion damage, PVC 
will just scratch, and as the colour 
is the same throughout, the mark 
will be less noticeable. If towing 
with a diesel vehicle, or if the boat 
is at the stern of a large diesel 
boat, any diesel exhaust soot 
will simply wipe off PVC tubes, 
whereas it becomes ingrained into 
Hypalon, requiring a specialist 
cleaner to remove it rather than 
just soapy water. On the downside, 
PVC will harden if left exposed to 
UV light and subsequently crack, 
so an all-over boat cover is a 
worthwhile investment as it should 
help the tubes last a reasonable 
length of time. In any case, they 
come with a fi ve-year materials 
and workmanship guarantee, so 
all in all, the Excel offers a more 
affordable way to get out on the 
water, and it will perform all the 
tasks a family could ask of it. 
Simon Everett
   

Above & Below: The E-TEc 75hp was plenty strong enough to spank her up.
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… there are good arguments for using 
PVC for leisure use, and the fact that 
PVC tubes are about a third of the 

price is just one of them.

Shell Bay Marine
www.shellbaymarine.com

- Studlands finest moorings (exclusive positions 
  available)

- Top class services at affordable prices

Email: infoshellbay@gmail.com Mobile: 07834 492987 Landline: 01929 450340
Address: Shell Bay Marine, Ferry Road, Studland, Dorset, BH19 3BA

Website: www.shellbaymarine.com

- The closest moorings and boat yard/marina to     
Poole harbour entrance
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Specialist Marine Insurance 
Products for:

• Yachts • Motor Cruisers • RIBS • 
Sports Boats • Lake Boats  • 

Marinas • Clubs • Boat 
Yards • Dinghys • 

Canoes and Kayaks
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